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Abstract
Algorithms, or rather algorithmic actions, are seen as problematic because they are inscrutable, automatic, and subsumed in the flow of daily practices. Yet, they are also seen to be playing an important role in organizing opportunities, enacting certain categories, and doing what David Lyon calls “social sorting.” Thus, there is a general concern that this increasingly prevalent mode of ordering and organizing should be governed more explicitly. Some have argued for more transparency and openness, others have argued for more democratic or value-centered design of such actors. In this article, we argue that governing practices—of, and through algorithmic actors—are best understood in terms of what Foucault calls governmentality. Governmentality allows us to consider the performative nature of these governing practices. They allow us to show how practice becomes problematized, how calculative practices are enacted as technologies of governance, how such calculative practices produce domains of
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knowledge and expertise, and finally, how such domains of knowledge become internalized in order to enact self-governing subjects. In other words, it allows us to show the mutually constitutive nature of problems, domains of knowledge, and subjectivities enacted through governing practices. In order to demonstrate this, we present attempts to govern academic writing with a specific focus on the algorithmic action of Turnitin.
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Introduction

And yet to most of us, this entire [digital] world is opaque, like a series of black boxes into which we entrust our money, our privacy and everything else we might hope to have under lock and key. We have no clear sight into this world, and we have few sound intuitions into what is safe and what is flimsy—let alone what is ethical and what is creepy. We are left operating on blind, ignorant, misplaced trust; meanwhile, all around us, without our even noticing, choices are being made Ben Goldacre (2014)—Guardian Science Correspondent

It would be true to say that there has been, for some time now, a general concern with the way computerized (or computationally enacted) systems—often expressed as “algorithms” or “code”—seem to be organizing our lives and opportunities without our explicit participation, and seemingly outside of our direct control—as indicated in the quotation above. Indeed, one might say that large swathes of our daily lives have become inhabited by algorithms or code operating mostly implicitly and in the background, doing what Lyon (2003) refers to as “social sorting.” Others have argued that these algorithms (and technology more generally) more or less enact important value choices, made implicitly or explicitly, by those who build them and implement them, which can have significant implications for those that draw upon them in their daily practices (Winner 1980; Friedman 1996). Across state and private institutions, a vast array of algorithmic actors are becoming more or less interconnected (e.g., through big data) to operate as technologies of calculation and regulation deployed to enact and regulate their subjects—be it citizens, migrants, tourists, consumers, suspects, customers, students, friends, colleagues, and many more besides. Together these algorithmic actors form a complex and at various times
interpenetrating sociomaterial assemblage that is diffused, distributed, fragmented, and, most importantly, “liquid” (Bauman and Lyon 2012). Practices of calculation and regulation in which the subjects actively participate in their own algorithmic self-regulation, rarely directly and through a complex stream of mediated practices, are often dispersed and not directly amenable to scrutiny.

Most striking about this liquid and flowing sociomaterial assemblage is that it crisscrosses traditional boundaries such as the public and the private more or less effortlessly. It flows in all directions in many expected and unexpected ways, crossing institutional and social boundaries that have become increasingly malleable. Through government agencies, the subjects of security, social media, and commerce become interconnected in pursuit of, for example, the “terrorist.” Employers review the social media profiles of their applicants; marketing and recruiting agencies stalk potential targets through their LinkedIn profiles—and so on. Thus, in this algorithmic assemblage, many of the traditional institutional actors, boundaries, and categories such as public/private, citizen/customer, and innocent/suspect have become malleable and interconnected. This continually evolving liquid assemblage of action raises the question of who and how it should be regulated. Who is responsible and how must such regulation be enacted, specifically? In short, it raises the question of governance. Governance, because the idea of governance implies the presence of a plurality of actors (human and nonhuman and public and private) who are interdependent but lack the power or authority to decide and enact proposed solutions or policies unilaterally and directly (Chhotray and Stoker 2009).

A small example of this complexity is the issue of informed consent in sociomaterial assemblages. This practice has a complex regime of regulatory mechanisms, actors, and subjects involved. For example, the European Union data protection regulation requires that it be in place, though there are disputes about the geographical interpretation of this regulation. Users say that they are concerned about their privacy (Bachman 2014), yet they do not tend to read the terms and conditions (T&Cs), and privacy policies, of the applications that they install. Technology providers claim they are acting legally because they have the user’s consent, which is agreed when they install the applications. When asked why they do not read the T&Cs, the users often reply that they make no sense, and it is difficult to know exactly what they mean, as they seem to be deliberately vague and obscure (Pollach 2007). Others argue that ensuring informed consent should be designed into the system as such (Friedman, Lin, and Miller 2005). If consent is given, does it cover handing over data
to governments (as the Snowden documents revealed)? And so forth. What we see here is that agency is continually being displaced. As such, it requires a significant level of expertise, multiple actors, and significant investment in time to determine who is responsible, who is acting, in what interest, and so on, with any degree of accuracy. Consequently, most of the agency becomes delegated to *defaults*—such as privacy settings, standard T&Cs, and so forth—in the ongoing flow of algorithmic action. In such a heterogeneous sociomaterial assemblage, it is difficult to say how exactly one would enact informed consent.

The brief example above suggests that governance of complex, distributed, and diffused algorithmic assemblages is a nontrivial question. This article will address this question—albeit very preliminarily. This article will argue that the action, or doing, of algorithms must be understood in situated practices—as part of the heterogeneous sociomaterial assemblages within which they are embedded. Moreover, such action is constituted through a temporal flow of action in which the current action/actor inherits from the preceding actors and imparts to the succeeding actors. This temporal flow is what produces the “doing” of algorithms, but, importantly, it is also performative. By this we mean that the doing of algorithms is not simply the execution of instructions (determined by the programmers); rather, their intrarelational actions (Barad 2007) also enact the objects they are supposed to reflect or express. This performativity, we argue, is what is most important when one considers the question of governance. In this regard, we suggest that Foucault’s later work on governmentality is most useful (Burchell 1991). In order to demonstrate this, we will consider the algorithmic governance of academic writing practices—focusing on such practices where the actor *Turnitin* has become embedded. We will show how academic writing becomes problematized in terms of plagiarism, how *Turnitin* is deployed as a technology of government to constitute domains of knowledge, and how such knowledge regimes become internalized by subjects (students and tutors) to govern themselves as original composers of their texts, with many unexpected performative outcomes. We will conclude by reflecting on what this instance can tell us about the question of the governing of, or by means of, algorithms—especially in understanding the performativity of such governing practices.

**Performativity and the Doing of Algorithms**

Essence is Existence and Existence is Action. (Latour 1999, 179)
Becoming an Algorithmic Actor

Perhaps it might be helpful to start with a concrete and specific example of an algorithm to initiate our discussion about the doing of algorithms. For most computer scientists and programmers, an algorithm, at its most basic level, is the set of instructions used to solve a well-defined problem. Generally, they differentiate between the algorithm (the set of instructions) and its implementation in a particular source language (such as Java or C++). Algorithms usually express the computational solution in terms of logical conditions (knowledge about the problem) and structures of control (strategies for solving the problem), leading to the following definition: algorithms = logic + control (Kowalski 1979). A classic example of an algorithm is the bubble sort algorithm. This algorithm is designed to sort a list of unsorted numbers (or other objects, such as characters). Let us consider what this algorithm does or how it acts.

If we are to ask the question, “what does this bubble sort algorithm do?”—or similarly “what does the Google ranking algorithm do?”—then we can of course say, it sorts (or it ranks). However, that is not really a helpful answer, as it conceals the implicit operations or assumptions that are necessary for such an answer to make sense—as we hope to show. Likewise, if we look at the source code in Figure 1, we can say that what line 8 does is that it “compares” two values. However, such comparing assumes the prior allocation of values for a[j] and a[j + 1] to do exactly what it is assumed to be doing. The act, or action, of comparing happens in relation to the preceding, and subsequent, enactment of the code. It compares in order to decide whether to “swap” (or not) two values in the list (which is what lines 10-13 do). Thus, we can say that line 8 compares in order to swap (lines 10-13); in turn, it swaps in order to sort (lines 1-21); and it sorts in order to “allocate” (e.g., gets the highest score in order to allocate an award); and so forth.

What we see is that the action, or doing, of the code has a temporal flow. Every particular “doing” happening in the present already assumes some inheritance from antecedent “prior-to” actions, and it already anticipates, or imparts to, the subsequent “in-order-to” actions. That is, the “prior-to” and “in-order-to” actions that are necessary to understand what that particular code actually does (or is) in the flow of action.

We might refer to this temporal flow of action as a continuous string or stream of interpenetrating—prior and subsequent—actions that compare, swap, sort, allocate, administer, and so forth. The doing of the algorithm is constituted by the temporal flow of action and is not “in” the particular
line of code, as such. In the same way that the “playing” of music is not in
the enactment of individual notes but the temporal flow of the notes being
played—each note inheriting from the prior, and imparting to, the subse-
quently note, or figure, motif, cell, phrase, or melody. Certainly, each specific
line of code (or note) is important and needs to be correct in its own terms.
However, the relational temporal flow is what enacts the “sort” or plays the
melody of music. This temporally unfolding process (the doing of the algo-
rithm) itself inherits from prior actions and imparts to subsequent actions, in
the temporal flow of the doing of everyday sociomaterial practices, at work,
for example. Indeed, it needs to be embedded in the temporal flow of socio-
material practices to be the actor we assume it to be—flowing in many
expected and unexpected ways. For example, minimally, it had to be initi-
ated by some prior action (human or nonhuman). We might refer to the flow

Figure 1. Implementation of the bubble sort algorithm in C++.
of these practices as heterogeneous assemblages of action or actors—
involving human and nonhuman actors alike. Such assemblages might be
called a sociomaterial site (Suchman 2007), a worknet (Latour 2005), a
mangle (Pickering 1995a), or an agencement (Çalışkan and Callon 2009).

The reasons to cut this temporally unfolding sociomaterial assemblage
or process at any point—that is, to make a particular determination of
what specifically is being done (such as, comparing, swapping, sorting,
administering, managing, etc.)—might be described as technical (e.g.,
to write the code), it might be described as social (to enact an administra-
tive practice), and so forth. The point is that any such cut in the temporal
flow of doing can be made, more or less arbitrarily, to enable us to deter-
mine what is “being done.” However, such determination would be rel-
atively reductionist as the flow of action is irreducible to any of the
assumed actors (lines of code or notes, in our case; Latour 1988). More-
over, any cut of, or in, the temporal flow would not just be constitutive of
the answer as to what it “is” that is actually being done (comparing,
swapping, sorting, administering, etc.); it would also be constitutive of
what we take the actor to be as such: is the actor the programmer, the
code, the administrator, the compiler, the central processing unit, the
manager, and so on? The answer is: it depends on how or where we make
the cut. This is what Barad (2007, 147/148) calls the “agential cut.” She
suggests that such agential cuts are constitutive of the entities assumed in
such cuts. Differently stated, such cuts are performative. Not only are the
cuts performative, the flow of action in algorithmic sociomaterial prac-
tices is also performative. The algorithm is not an algorithm because it
executes (the instructions); it is an algorithm because it is enacted as such
by a heterogeneous assemblage of actors, imparting to it the very action
we assume it to be doing.

Performativity2 is rooted in an ontology of becoming, often referred to
as process thought (Whitehead 1978; Butler 1990; Barad 2007; Pickering
1995b). For process scholars, relations do not connect (causally or other-
wise) preexisting entities (or actors), rather, relations enact entities in
the flow of becoming. Butler (1990, 25) suggests, of gender, “[t]here is no
gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is perfor-
manently constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its
results.” And, it is “real only to the extent that it is performed” (Butler
1988, 527). Relational practices are empirical and ontological at the same
time—but only while they are being performed. The enactment does not
produce an actor; it is the actor, while it acts. Whitehead (1978, 23) for-
mulates this succinctly: “[h]ow an actual entity becomes constitutes what
that actual entity is...Its ‘being’ is constituted by its ‘becoming’. This is
the principle of process.” Hence, Law’s suggestion that the practice
worknets (that relate to salmon fish in different ways) are empirical
ontologies: “A salmon is not general but specific. It depends on how
‘it’ is being done in practice...since those practices aren’t the same, dif-
ferent and multiple salmon subsist in different and multiple worlds...There is no ordered ground separate from practices and their
relations...There is no ‘salmon’ behind the various practices that do sal-
on” (Law and Lien 2013, 366). Barad (2007, 139) articulates this per-
formative relational enactment through her notion of intra-action, which
are “ontologically primitive relations—relations without pre-existing
relata.” In performativity every (en)action, within the flow of socioma-
terial assemblages, is constitutive of what that assemblage is becoming.
There are many aspects of performativity that one can highlight. How-
ever, here we want to focus just on the nature of the temporal flow, spe-
cifically, intrarelational inheritance, or imparting.

In the relational flow of becoming, each action inherits from prior
actions and imparts to subsequent actions (as we saw in the bubble sort
algorithm above). This intrarelational inheritance is constitutive of the
action/actor. In the algorithm, line 8 was constituted—exactly as a compar-
ison—by inheriting the previous actions of the enactment of a particular a[j]
and a[j + 1]. There was also a vast array of other heterogeneous actions/
actors (or inheritances) necessary for “if (a[j] < a[j + 1])” to act precisely
as that which it was assumed to be doing. Chun (2008) also makes this point
when arguing against the supposed “executable” nature of software source
code. She says that “source code is never simply the source of any action;
rather, source code is only source code after the fact: its effectiveness
depends on a whole imagined network of machines and humans” (p. 299). That is to say, it needs to be enacted by the temporal flow of a vast
array of actions or others—others who enact, or impart to it the conditions
of possibility of action in particular ways. The specifics of these prior
actions matter because they are ontologically significant with regard to the
sort of actor the subsequent practice will become (as Law suggested above).

Moreover, inheriting (by subsequent), or imparting (by prior), relations
(or actions) are never straightforward. They are never direct, automatic,
or self-evident, because they are always themselves subject to enactment
by mediators (Latour 1993, 81). In addition, mediators “transform, trans-
late, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements they are supposed
to carry” (Latour 2005, 39). Thus, what we see is that action (or agency)
is a complex inheriting/imparting intrarelational whole in which it is
“distributed, variegated, multiple, dislocated and remains a puzzle for the analysts as well as for the actors” (Latour 2005, 60). Specifically, agency (or action) is never owned or original to any actor (or line of code) as such. Thus, what we have in the fullness of becoming is not some neatly ordered flow of agency, but rather an “agentic swarm” (Bennett 2010, 32) of flows in which all actors in the ontological choreography (Thompson 2007) participate creatively, but which none of them can determine in any significant way whatsoever. Indeed, to keep the code running “as code” is a significant sociomaterial accomplishment, requiring the circulation of action in a complex sociomaterial heterogeneous assemblage, even if it may be seen as routine. What has been suggested about the performativity of algorithms is true for all sociomaterial assemblages. Why then is there a particular concern with algorithms? Why do they need particular scrutiny?

The Supposed Power of Algorithms, or, Why They Concern Us?

Algorithms (implemented as software) are said to be powerful, and dangerous, for a variety of reasons (Barocas, Hood, and Ziewitz 2013). We will highlight two of these, inscrutability and executability. Algorithms concern us because they seem to operate under the surface or in the background—that is, they are inscrutable. We cannot directly inspect them (as object code or machine-executable code) or, in many cases, understand them as source code. Even if we can read the source code, it seems unlikely that one can fully scrutinize the precise nature of its actions when we have fifty million lines of source code to inspect (apparently Windows Vista consists of fifty million lines of source code). This is even truer for machine learning algorithms—which are becoming very widespread with the explosion of big data. Machine learning and genetic algorithms evolve based on their exposure to an ever-increasing set of “big data.” They become black boxes, even to their designers (Heaven 2013). Thus, decisions become encoded and encapsulated in complex inscrutable algorithms that enact (in millions of lines of source code) our supposed choices based on complex relational conditions, which after many iterations of “bug fixing” and “tweaking” even the programmers often no longer understands. As Ullman (1997a, 116/117) observes,

The longer the system has been running, the greater the number of programmers who have worked on it, the less any one person understands it. As years pass and untold numbers of programmers and analysts come and go, the system takes on a life of its own. It runs. That is its claim to existence: it does
useful work. However badly, however buggy, however obsolete—it runs. And no one individual completely understands how how.

Once encoded, the design decisions (or rather the outcomes of the initial hacking and tweaking) embedded in these multifarious encoding entanglements withdraw into the background and are hardly ever revisited—not even if they break down, because patching and workarounds would normally suffice. Yet some have argued that these encoded geographies (S. D. N. Graham 2005) seem to configure and circumscribe us and our lives in more or less significant ways. Defining what is relevant and what is not; what needs attending to and what does not. As such, a “technological unconscious” is emerging, which sustains a “presence which we cannot access but which clearly has effects, a technical substrate of unconscious meaning and activity” (Thrift and French 2002, 312).

Others argue that algorithms are very significant actors because they are executable. Being “executable” is a significant claim. If software code is directly executable, then it means these algorithmic systems can operate “automatically” (in the background) without the need of human intervention. Galloway (2004) argues, for example, that software code is very different from ordinary language as “[software] code is the only language that is executable.” In a similar manner, Ullman (1997b) suggests that “We can use English to invent poetry...In programming you really can’t...a computer program has only one meaning: what it does.... Its entire meaning is its function.” Hayles (2005, 50) in her essay “Speech, Writing, Code” tends to agree with these claims. She suggests, “code that runs on a machine is performative in a much stronger sense than that attributed to language” since, she argues, “the performative force of language is...tied to the external changes through complex chains of mediation.” While one might agree with the general point, one could equally argue that these distinctions, between software code and ordinary language, for example, are distinctions of degree rather than distinctions of kind. It is possible to argue that all forms of code must as such be “executable”—otherwise it would not translate/transform agency (Latour 1988). Legal code, to translate the agency of the legislative body, also needs to be executable. The difference between these various types of “executability” is the nature of the necessary constitutive conditions for such execution. Indeed, Wittgenstein (2001) would suggest to Ullman that the meaning of all language, not just software, “is its function.” Nevertheless, there is a sense in which the “executability” of code is different from everyday language and this makes it amenable to be embedded—and subsumed—in sociomaterial
assemblages more successfully. As such, one might argue that they are potentially more dangerous kinds of actors.

If algorithms are inscrutable and thus can operate automatically and in the background, then they are most certainly actors with which we should be concerned. However, one can argue that the more fundamental point of why we should concern ourselves with their inscrutability and automaticity is their performativity. In their flow of action, they enact objects of knowledge and subjects of practice in more or less significant ways. They are, as Law suggests above, empirical practices with ontological contours. Their actions are not just in the world, they make worlds. Their simultaneous enactment of the empirical, ontological, and normative is the issue of concern. Nonetheless, their operation is always enacted in the flow of a relational sociomaterial whole, which is irreducible to any of the assumed actors. Thus, we should be careful not to imagine them to be powerful or dangerous as such. We always need to understand them in their embeddedness in the sociomaterial assemblages of everyday practices.

**Algorithms, Governance, and Governmentality**

If one accepts the argument that algorithms are important sociomaterial actors in contemporary society, then the question of governance of their actions, or of these actors, naturally emerges. The relation between algorithms and governance is complex, and performative, as we hope to show. However, first it might be useful to say what we mean by governance. Governance has emerged as an important concept or way of thinking about government in a new and different way (Rhodes 1996; Stoker 1998; Kooiman 1999, 2008; Chhotray and Stoker 2009). The argument is made that government in contemporary society—as process not entity—happens in a complex space of public, private, and hybrid actors participating in identifying and addressing common problems in some interactive mutually dependent manner (Kooiman 2008). It suggests that the governed in society cannot be directly controlled by the use of command or coercive power—by the state or by other political or administrative elites. Central to the notion of governance is the idea of a plurality of actors in which none of the actors has the power or authority to decide and implement solutions or policies unilaterally and directly (Walters 2004). In that sense, it is unlike management or control that assumes such power and authority, at least theoretically. Rather, it points to some level of social order that is not externally imposed but is the result of a multiplicity of more or less autonomous, but interdependent, actors or institutions.
influencing each other in pursuit of overlapping and sometimes diverging goals and interests (Chhotray and Stoker 2009).

Foucault expresses the process of governance more succinctly. He suggests that governance is the “conduct of conduct,” or the power to act on the actions of others (Burchell 1991, 2). He uses the term *governmentality*, which “refers to the conduct of conduct, especially the technologies that govern individuals. It captures the way governments and other actors draw on knowledge to make policies that regulate and create subjectivities” (Bevir 2010, 423). Foucault’s shift to the notion of governmentality is important for us because of the way it “rethinks” the practices and technologies of governance. It is also consistent with the idea of performativity. With the notion of governmentality he moves from the “what” to the “how” of governance. For him the specific practices are important since they enact particular forms of subjectivities that *self-govern*. Furthermore, for him the practices of governmentality operate within assumed domains of knowledge (or regimes of truth). Thus, the concept of governmentality focuses our attention on *how* practices, knowledge, and power become interconnected to enact particular governed subjects (or rather subjectivities) in a variety of institutional settings (such as the asylum, the clinic, and the prison). How can these different conceptions of governance relate to algorithms?

If one considers the relation between governance and algorithms, then three possible ways of thinking about the problem of governing seem possible. *First*, one can imagine governing agencies that might want to govern the algorithms (or those who create the code) directly. In other words, actors who might assume the specific algorithmic actors to be important locations of agency and might want to focus on them as such. For example, there are those who suggest that the development of these algorithms should be more open and value centered (Friedman 1997; Nissenbaum 2001; Knobel and Bowker 2011; Flanagan and Nissenbaum 2014). Lessig (2006, 79) suggests that “code writers are increasingly lawmakers. They determine what the defaults of the Internet will be; whether privacy will be protected; the degree to which anonymity will be allowed; the extent to which access will be guaranteed... My claim...is that cyberspace is regulated by its code....” As such, he calls for “open code,” which is “code (both software and hardware) whose functionality is transparent at least to one knowledgeable about the technology” (p. 139).

This call to “openness” (or transparency) has also been made by others (Machill, Neuberger, and Schindler 2003; Van Couvering 2007). The lack of openness has meant that users and researchers would often
consider the actual behavior of algorithms in thinking about governance. For example, the ranking algorithms of Google and TripAdvisor are routinely criticized for bias and in need of some form of governance (Goldman 2008; Diaz 2008; Scott and Orlikowski 2012). Google’s autocomplete function has been accused of perpetuating racist and other stereotypes (Baker and Potts 2013). Arguments are frequently made for the technology companies (Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or government, to become actively involved in regulating the actions of these algorithmic actors. For example, Baker and Potts (2013, 201) suggest that “that Google should seriously consider removing any statements from autocomplete that are consistently flagged [as problematic]. Likewise, many authors are calling for high frequency trading (HFT) and algorithmic trading to become more regulated. They often argue that the HFT algorithmic actors gain unfair advantage in the market (Brown 2011). Although these attempts at regulating code itself are helpful, they tend to overemphasize the agency of the algorithms and do not appreciate sufficiently the embeddedness of these in sociomaterial practices, and more importantly, the performative nature of these practices.

A second way of considering the relation between governance and algorithms is to see algorithms as important actors to enact governance. There is a very significant body of work in this regard. Sometimes this is described as “algorithmic regulation” (Goldstein, Dyson, and Nemani 2013). Algorithms acting as part of regulatory regimes are very widespread. For example, the regulation of traffic in the center of London through a system of congestion charging enacted through number plate recognition systems; the use of facial recognition systems for identification at airports; the use of algorithmic closed circuit television to identify suspects; the use of algorithms to detect fraudulent credit card transactions, and so forth (Lyon 2001). Below we will consider the governance of academic writing through plagiarism detection systems as a specific example. Algorithmic governance is often criticized for the “automatic” nature of its operation (Norris 1995), its categorical seduction (Lyon 1994), the complex chains of mediation involved (S. Graham and Wood 2003), and the arbitrary or biased nature of its “social sorting” (Lyon 2003). These emerging forms of algorithmic regulation open a new, and contested, landscape of political action. Thrift and French (2002, 331) argue that they require of us “to understand new forms of technological politics and new practices of political invention, legibility and intervention that we are only just beginning to comprehend as political at all: politics of standards, classifications, metrics, and readings...”
A third way of thinking about the relation between governance and algorithms is to see it in relation to the Foucauldian notion of governmentality, as suggested above. This approach will be followed in the next section when we consider the governance of academic writing. Governmentality has been used by many scholars to account for governing practices in a variety of settings—see, for example, Drake (2011) and Kitto and Higgins (2010) in this journal. Some of the most influential of these scholars are Rose (1999a) and Rose and Miller (2008). One dominant feature of their work is the focus on calculative practices. Miller (2008, 57) suggest, “it is through technologies that programmes of government are made operable. And calculation…[is] one of the pre-eminent modalities of making programmes operable.” More specifically, technologies of governance are the specific practices through which expertise and subjects become constituted through calculative practices. Rose (1998, 91) argues that psychological expertise, produced through calculative practices such as psychometric tests, “makes intersubjectivity calculable, enabling the calculated supervision and administration of collectivities. The social space of the factory, the school, the organization, and indeed the ‘public’ sphere itself has thereby been opened to calibration and management.” Miller (2008, 58) in his studies of the calculative practices of accounting—such as double entry bookkeeping, corporate financial reporting, and managerial accounting—show how “the single financial figure is a technology of intervention par excellence…[it] not only accords objectivity and neutrality, it makes comparable activities and processes that may otherwise have little in common. The single financial figure, as produced by the calculative routines of accounting, can link up agents and activities into a functioning calculative and programmatic ensemble. . . . [it can transform social spaces] into a laboratory in which the ‘experiment’ is to conduct novel forms of calculation while at the same time seeking to devise novel forms of personhood and identity” (see also Miller and Rose 1990; Miller and Napier 1993; Miller 2004).

We will suggest that this approach of governmentality will allow us to make visible the performative nature of algorithms (and all other actors) in the flow of action of a sociomaterial assemblage. Moreover, it will show that these technologies of governance are linked to regimes of knowledge and are constitutive of particular subjectivities. The argument would be that the governance of algorithms, or through algorithms, must itself be understood as practices of governmentality in order to understand the doing of governance.
Algorithms, Governmentality, and Academic Writing

Government is a problematizing activity: it poses the obligations of rulers in terms of the problems they seek to address. The ideals of government are intrinsically linked to the problems around which it circulates, the failings it seeks to rectify, the ills it seeks to cure. (Rose and Miller 1992, 181)

Since 1996, Turnitin has been helping millions of faculty and students in over eighty-five countries improve writing and research skills, encourage collaborative online learning, ensure originality of student work, and save instructors’ time. (Turnitin documentation)

The algorithmic actor Turnitin is embedded in the educational practices of 3,500 higher education institutions globally. These institutions submit approximately 123,000 texts to be checked by Turnitin every day (forty-five million in 2013). In addition, thirty-three million texts were submitted by 2,862 secondary schools in the United States in the last eight years. Its sister company iThenticate is embedded in the academic publishing practices of 530 journal publishers to “to detect plagiarism and attribution issues.” This is the algorithmic governance of academic writing on an unprecedented scale. Why did academic writing come to be seen as a “problem” in need of such governance? If governed, what are the technologies of governance that make academic writing practices calculable, and what sort of knowledge and subjects do such calculating practices produce or assume? In the words of Rose and Miller (1992, 179), we want to understand the algorithmic practices of plagiarism detection as “a kind of intellectual machinery or apparatus for rendering reality thinkable in such a way that it is amenable to political deliberations [and intervention].” Before proceeding, we emphasize that the purpose of this discussion is to reveal the performative nature of governing practices. It is not to take a normative view on the issue of plagiarism as such.

Plagiarism as a Problem to Be Governed

Why did plagiarism emerge as a problem to be addressed? Some educators will respond by saying that there has been a dramatic increase in plagiarism in recent years (Jones 2011)—although others, such as Simmons (1999), would dispute this. Others would suggest that electronic writing, and the fact that most of the sources are available in electronic form, encourages and enacts new and different practices of writing (Heim 1999). Howard (1995) refers to these practices as “patch-writing,” a form of writing in
which composition is reconstituted as a practice of “cutting and pasting” fragments of material into larger wholes, which are then more or less edited, in order to produce essays or assignments. Others (the majority) would say that this is a problem because it is a form of cheating—that is, presenting another’s work as your own, hence the charge of “plagiarism.” Why is the problem in, or with, academic writing framed in the language of ownership, cheating, or stealing?

When plagiarism is discussed, the canonical reference deployed would be that of the Roman poet Martial (Terry 2007). In the time of Martial, most poetry circulated as performances in a gift economy, supported by patronage (Winsbury 2009). However, as poetry becomes embedded in the manuscript, and the manuscript starts to circulate in the booksellers market (throughout the Roman Empire and beyond), poetry becomes constituted as a commodity (Reichmann 1938). Seo (2009, 583) suggests that “in Martial’s poetry, the book as object is never far from the marketplace: its promiscuous distribution is associated with its status as merchandise, with an implied monetary value. And once this monetary value has been established, plagiarism can enter the literary discourse.” He concludes, “plagiarism requires commodification to work” (Seo 2009, 590). If this is the case, then one might ask why academic writing has become constituted as the production and ownership of commodities. What is the rationality that makes it intelligible as such?

Neoliberal reforms have progressively moved education from the public sphere to the private sphere, giving rise to what scholars call “academic capitalism” (Hackett 1990; Slaughter and Leslie 1999; Olssen 2004). Universities are increasingly seen as producer of economic value through mechanisms such as intellectual property, industrial impact, and the delivery of productive and enterprising employees. Students are increasingly expected to pay the majority of the cost of their education by themselves (the new fee regime in the United Kingdom being an example). Incurring significant debt—or having significant resources to spend—transforms the manner in which student and university conceive of each other. Thus, universities conceive of students as potential customers for their programs, in a competitive market (Molesworth, Nixon, and Scullion 2011). Molesworth et al. (2009, 278) suggest that “the current market discourse promotes a mode of existence where students seek to ‘have a degree’ rather than ‘be learners.’” Students see “having a degree” as an investment in future career prospects, linked to notions such as employability. In the context of such a neoliberal market economy rationality—supported by governing technologies such as league tables, student satisfaction surveys, institutional audits,
and the like—traditional subjectivities and practices become reconstituted (Shore and Wright 2004; Shore 2008). The student is now increasingly enacted as a customer, the academic as a service provider, and the academic essay (with its associated credits) is enacted as the site of economic exchange—academic writing for credit, credit for degree, degree for employment, and so forth. Within such a rationality, academic writing is an important commodity whose originality (or ownership) needs to be ensured—that is, against the unoriginal copy, presented fraudulently. To govern this problem, there is a need for a technology of governance that would enact a domain of knowledge within which legitimate (and illegitimate) practices could be “articulated and made operable” for governing activities and programs (Miller 2004, 179).

Technologies of Governance: The Calculating Subject as an Original Writer

Algorithms are of significant interest for governmentality because they are often enacted as calculative practices that constitute “technologies of government.” Such technologies of government aim to establish “a multitude of connections . . . between the aspirations of authorities and the activities of individuals and groups” (Rose and Miller 1992, 183). As such, Rose and Miller (1992, 183) suggest, “we need to study [these] humble and mundane mechanisms by which authorities seek to instantiate government . . .” In governing the problem of plagiarism, Turnitin functions as such a mundane technology of government.

How does Turnitin make originality of ownership calculable? Turnitin is a text-matching algorithm. It compares a reference text (e.g., an essay) with source texts in its database in order to identify text fragments in the reference text that are similar to text fragments in the source database—similarity is exact correspondence in the string of consecutive characters. This implies that the matched text fragments in the reference text were copied from the source texts in the database. They claim that their database contains 45 billion web pages, 337 million student papers, and 130 million academic articles (papers, books, etc.). Thus, original texts are enacted as texts where there are no matches, and texts matched to the database are enacted as unoriginal. Unoriginal text fragments might be citations, quotations, or commonly used standard phrases; or, it might be “stolen” “plagiaristic” copies. The algorithm provides an “originality report” that provides an overall “similarity index,” which is the percentage of text in the reference document that was matched with sources in the
The similarity index is categorized into four categories: blue—no matching text, green—one word to 24 percent matching text, yellow—25 to 49 percent, orange—50 to 74 percent, and red—75 to 100 percent matching text. The similarity index, like the calculative practices of accountancy, “have one defining feature that sets them apart from other forms of quantification: their ability to translate diverse and complex processes into a single financial figure” (Miller 2004, 180). Interpreting what the similarity index percentage actually means is a matter of professional judgment. For example, a professor of political science comments on his interpretation of the similarity index (Jacob 2008):

I have found that the scores I prefer range between 20 and 35 percent. Rather than plagiarism, these scores usually confirm that this is a robust research paper with substantial use of quotations, footnotes, and bibliography. It is these two things—footnotes and bibliography—which most inflate Turnitin’s score. A very low score indicates a paper with few footnotes and references. A very high score indicates a “cut and paste” job which, even if footnoted, is unacceptable to me. The highest score I have ever seen is 85 percent in a paper in which Turnitin flagged the entire first two pages in red, indicating they came from other sources. Yet, the student had footnoted those pages faithfully and persistently throughout. For me, this was less a case of deliberate plagiarism than one of a student who had no idea how to write a research paper and use sources properly.

This comment shows how Turnitin, through a single figure, makes a multitude of connections between the aspirations of professor and the writing practices of the students. Through the similarity index score he can discern “a robust research paper,” a not-so robust paper, and a “cut and paste job.” He can also discern bad writing practices and perhaps intentionality: “this was less a case of deliberate plagiarism than one of a student who had no idea how to write a research paper and use sources properly.” He further suggests that he does not use Turnitin as a “sheriff” but rather allows students to see their originality reports in order to take corrective action. In this way, he suggests, he has made his students “partners in policing their own work.” Indeed, students have become very aware of this governing technology, as calculating subjects. As such, they participate in their own self-formation as such subjects, as the following comments suggest:

I just submitted in my draft for Modern History on the Civil Rights Movement and got an originality report of 57%. Am I going to get in trouble for this? (http://forums.whirlpool.net.au/archive/1698663)
I feel like mine [similarity score] is quite high but my reference list and course work front page are the culprits that are making it high...probably panicking over nothing... (http://www.studentmidwife.net/fob/turn-it-in-percentage.77941/)

For the students, the meaning of the single figure of the similarity index was much more opaque—a number that was subject to intense discussions on various student forums.

Performatively, the originality report also functions as a technology of correction and remediation. When the tutor engages with the originality report, it recontextualizes the student’s text—as dissected and codified according to color categories and links—as a text constituted through a variety of potentially illegitimate writing practices in need of remediation. As if, “the unoriginal or illegitimately copied student paper inherently means a kind of unhealthy or diseased alterity” (Marsh 2004, 429). Confronted with the knowledge of this “unhealthy of diseased alterity,” the tutor becomes constituted as one that needs to implement programs of change to get rid of this disease, among other things. As such, tutors are encouraged to design assessments more “holistically” so that they do not encourage these illegitimate practices (Macdonald and Carroll 2006). Faced with these originality reports, the tutors also become implicated as in need of remediation. They need to change the way they teach and assess to prevent these illegitimate practices. Thus, they are constituted as also being a source of such practices, in need of some remediation.

**Enacting the Self-governed Original Writer**

If this technology of government is becoming an immutable mobile (Latour 1986) in enacting knowledge about the legitimate versus the illegitimate—with reference to academic writing practice—then it matters exactly how this is enacted and what its performative effects are. Turnitin detects similarity when a sufficiently long string of consecutive characters from the “original” is retained in the submitted text. For detection to happen, the location of the consecutive string of characters within the copied fragment is important due to the “sampling window.” In some cases, a small amount of change in the right way (or place) will make a copied fragment undetectable and in other cases a large amount of editing will still make it possible to detect (Gillam, Marinuzzi, and Ioannou 2010). Students who are linguistically competent (native speakers) can often take copied text fragments and “write over” them in order to render
them undetectable; others with less competency (often non-native speakers) struggle to do this as they often lack the vocabulary and grammar skills to achieve it. In addition, novices at academic writing, or those facing new and complex disciplinary language, also tend to retain larger fragments and are more likely to be detected (Roig 2001; Sommers and Saltz 2004). Thus, what the algorithms often detect is the difference between skilful copiers and unskilful copiers. What this algorithmic governance enacts is a particular understanding of originality and plagiarism, as well as subjects who conceive of “good” writing practice as the composition of undetectable texts.

The subjects produced in the sociomaterial assemblage of plagiarism detection enact themselves in terms of these governing practices. They internalize these calculating practices, and the knowledge they legitimate, to become self-governed subjects. Some student writers become obsessively self-reflective, continually checking themselves to see that they are “clean,” just in case. Some institutions allow students to submit their work prior to submission so that they can correct it before formally submitting. If they do not, Turnitin offers a paid service called “WriteCheck” at US$7.95 per paper, for students to check themselves. A student’s testimonial on their website reads: “I am concerned about catching any plagiarism or missed citations in my papers. WriteCheck allows me the opportunity to make sure that I do not [plagiarize] and correct any citations needed.” With such a check, students can be confident of their originality, or be certified as the legitimate owners of their writing objects. Students also become active in the governance of their peers. For example, “At UC Davis . . . students give their peers free cards stamped, ‘Honesty is the only policy,’ and free no. 2 pencils with the inscription: ‘Fill in your own bubble or be in trouble’” (Weiss 2000). Others reconstitute the writing practice as a place where the governing technologies need to be challenged. Thus, the writing practice becomes constituted as enacting different ways to “beat the system” (Attwood 2008).

When academic writing practice is constituted as a relatively neoliberal site for economic exchange, one would expect an economic rationality to prevail. In this rationality, reuse of text—taken from a variety of sources—makes sense. It seems to be a more efficient practice of composition. However, one needs the skills to integrate it into a coherent whole, difficult to achieve for non-native authors. Even more efficient, and original, is to outsource this practice to a site where the activity can be done for less cost, such as using ghostwriting services. The multitude of essay writing sites offering such services (or paper mills as they are sometimes
called) suggests that this is not an unusual practice. Ghostwriting is not just a practice associated with student academic writing practices, it is also present in the writing practices of academic researchers, especially in the medical field (Ngai et al. 2005; Sismondo 2009)—and more generally in society (Brandt 2007). The point is that the prevailing rationality, and the governing technology, has produced a very particular regime of practice when it comes to academic writing. The inheritance from these governing practices is complex and multiple—for example, they have enacted a particular understanding of what academic writing is, what plagiarism is, what students are, and what teachers are. Zwagerman (2008, 692), a professor of English at Simon Fraser University, reflects on the outcome of these governing practices: “[p]lagiarism detection treats writing as a product, grounds the student-teacher relationship in mistrust, and requires students to actively comply with a system that marks them as untrustworthy.” Indeed, it seems that the governing practices might be reproducing the subjectivities and practices that were initially problematized and that it was supposed to govern in the first place.

More could be said in terms of the academic writing practices of academic staff, but we will not pursue it further here. Rather, we want to consider the implications of thinking about algorithms and governance in terms of governmentality.

**Algorithms, Governance, and Governmentality: Some Concluding Thoughts**

These assemblages are heterogeneous, made up of a diversity of objects and relations linked up through connections and relays of different types. They have no essence. And they are never simply a realization of a programme, strategy or intention: whilst the will to govern traverses them, they are not simply realizations of any simple will. (Rose 1999b, 52)

Algorithmic action has become a significant form of action (actor) in contemporary society. There is a general unease with the way these actors are becoming embedded in a vast array of daily practices. They are seen as troublesome because they seem to be inscrutable yet acting automatically in more or less significant ways. They also seem to be ordering social practices in both the private and the public sphere—whether it be social spaces, cities, financial markets, or government itself. As such, there is a strong sense that they need to be governed more explicitly. Governance by its very nature is
never straightforward. However, one could argue that in the case of algorithmic action this is even more so.

As was indicated above, some authors have suggested the need for more open transparent algorithms—obviously, problematic when proprietary algorithms are at stake, as is often the case. Nonetheless, opening up algorithms, or algorithmic behavior, is important. For example, Introna and Nissenbaum (2000) showed how the logic of the Google indexing and ranking algorithm can produce a particular visible web, making some sites prominent and others more or less invisible. Governance through openness and transparency is certainly important. However, such an approach risks locating, or placing too much agency “in” the algorithmic actor, rather than in the temporal flow of action in the assemblage as a whole. For example, understanding the logic of the Turnitin algorithm meant that one could deduce that those with linguistic skills could “write over” copied fragments to make them undetectable. One potential outcome could be that non-native speakers are detected disproportionately. This is an important issue to highlight. However, we have argued that the doing of the algorithm should also be understood in the temporal flow of the becoming of the sociomaterial assemblage of academic writing. Specifically, the embedding of Turnitin in the academic writing practices of students enacted (or imparted) a particular knowledge regime of what legitimate and illegitimate writing practices were. Thus, one might say that the writing practices unwittingly inherited from the preceding actor notions of legitimacy or illegitimacy with regard to writing practices. The students also inherited a particular understanding of themselves as “original” writers or “owners” of their texts—that is, as subjects producing original (undetected) texts rather than subjects developing themselves as learners of a discipline. As such, an important governance question is what algorithmic actors impart to the practices in which they become embedded. However, we would suggest that such questions could only really be understood within a broader discourse that articulated the problem (of plagiarism) for which the algorithmic actor is taken to be the governing technology. In other words, the actions (or doing) of governing practices, and especially technologies of governance, should be seen within the Foucauldian framework of governmentality.

Governmentality allows us to see the performative outcomes of governing practices. For example, it helps us to consider some of the conditions under which the problem of plagiarism has become articulated as such—or, one might say, the conditions under which the need to rectify the problem of plagiarism has become taken as necessary, inevitable, and the natural thing to do. As Rose and Miller (1992, 181) suggest, “government is a
problematizing activity . . . the ideals of government are intrinsically linked to the problems around which it circulates, the failings it seeks to rectify, the ills it seeks to cure.” We would suggest that some historical understanding of the problematizing practices, and their inheritances, is important to understand the doing of algorithms. However, that is not enough. Of particular import are the technologies of government. Here algorithms and the calculative practices that they enact are significant.

Calculative practices are constitutive of domains of knowledge and expertise. They have a certain moral authority because they are taken to impose objectivity and neutrality in a complex domain that is already loaded with moral significance (plagiarism in our case). The similarity index and the links to copied fragments of the originality report impose an objective and neutral determination on the matter at hand. As such, many tutors argue that they must submit all their students’ work to Turnitin, in the pursuit of fairness, because they will not normally detect skilful copiers. In other words, they do not trust their own expertise and judgment but rather accept the authority of the algorithm to be objective. The knowledge regime of the originality report is also taken as definitive determination when a student is subject to disciplinary procedures, for example. Once a particular set of calculative practices are established as legitimate (or true), they tend to become internalized by the subjects they are supposed to govern, thus producing the self-governing subject. As such, students are prepared to pay Turnitin to check them in order to certify themselves the owners of their texts, “just in case.” Thus, understanding governing practices in the idiom of governmentality allows us to see how problems, technologies of governance, regimes of knowledge, and subjectivities become mutually constitutive of each other to create a regime of government that has no specific essence (location or unified action). All the performative outcomes are “never simply a realization of a programme, strategy or intention: whilst the will to govern traverses them, they are not simply realizations of any simple will” (Rose 1999b, 52).

Finally, what seems clear is that the practices of governance will themselves become embedded in the flow of becoming of a sociomaterial assemblage with more or less performative outcomes. In other words, they cannot locate themselves outside of the performative flow. It might be that such governing practices become deployed to problematize further the assumed problems. If they are algorithmic actors, they might enact new domains of knowledge, which, if internalized, would enact new and perhaps unexpected subjectivities. In short, the practices of governance themselves may need to be governed, for they are never secure as such. The task of
governance is always fraught with new possibilities for problematization, triggering new governing practices, creating new opportunities for problematization, and so forth. The task of governing is itself an open-ended becoming. This is the dilemma of governing and algorithms, as technologies of government, which render practices more or less calculable, will have many expected and unexpected performative outcomes.
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Notes
1. The algorithm for a bubble sort consists of the following set of instructions: starting from the beginning of the list, compare every adjacent pair, swap their position if they are not in the right order. After each iteration, one less element (the last one) needs to be compared. Do it until there are no more elements left to be compared. It is possible for a human to follow these instructions but because of the repetitive nature of the task, we are likely to give it to a machine to do. If so, the algorithm must be specified in a source language such as Java or C++. A skilled program can take an algorithm (as the one above) and express it in a computing source language, such as C++ or Java. This C++ source code needs to be translated into a machine executable form in order to be “executable” on a computing device. This is done in a variety of ways, such as through object code or real-time interpreters. The exact nature of the final machine executable code depends on the specific hardware configuration—such as the type of central processing unit of the computing device. Machine code is usually not directly readable by humans.

2. Performativity is a relatively well-established tradition in Science and Technology Studies (STS) and is associated with the “practice turn” in STS (Jensen 2004). The practice turn is exemplified by the work of Latour and Woolgar.
(1986), Knorr-Cetina, Schatzki, and von Savigny (2000), Knorr-Cetina and Bruegger (2002), and Law (1991), among many. Not all practice-oriented scholars have foregrounded performativity explicitly. In Economic Sociology, Callon (2007) has done so, likewise with MacKenzie (2008) in the Sociology of Finance. Nonetheless, only a relatively few scholars in STS that have made it an explicit part of their vocabulary such as Pickering (1995a), Mol (2003), and Barad (2007), for example. Even so, it seems true to say that performativity has become implicitly or explicitly accepted, and vital to, a significant body of work in STS. One might even suggest that it has led to what is described as the “ontological turn” in STS (Woolgar and Lezaun 2013; Heur, Leydesdorff, and Wyatt 2013).

3. How does the Tunitin algorithm do its work? A simple approach would be to compare a document character by character. However, this approach has a number of problems: (a) it is very time consuming and resource-intensive; (b) it is not sensitive to white spaces, formatting, and sequencing changes; and (c) it cannot detect part copies from multiple sources. To deal with these problems, Turnitin has developed a proprietary algorithm, which is inaccessible as such. However, we have studied the logic of certain published algorithms, such as winnowing (Schleimer, Wilkerson, and Aiken 2003), as well as doing some preliminary experimental research on the way the Turnitin algorithm seems to behave. From these we are able to discern some of its behaviors. The detection algorithm operates on the basis of creating a digital “fingerprint” of a document, which it then uses to compare documents against each other. The fingerprint is a small and compact representation (based on statistical sampling) of the content of the document that can serve as a basis for determining correspondence between two documents (or parts of it). In simple terms, the algorithm first removes all white spaces as well as formatting details from the document to create one long string of characters. This often results in a 70 percent reduction in the size of the document. Further processing is done to make sure that sequences of consecutive groups of characters are retained and converted through a hash function to produce unique numerical representations for each sequential group of characters. The algorithm then takes a statistical sample from this set of unique numerical strings (or hashes) in such a way as to ensure that it always covers a certain amount of consecutive characters (or words) within a sampling window and stores this as the document’s fingerprint. A fingerprint can be as small as 0.54 percent of the size of the original document.

4. Here is an example http://essaypedia.com/ (one of many). An undergraduate essay of ten pages within three days will cost you US$300. A recent article in the Sydney Morning Herald revealed that “Thousands of students have enlisted a Sydney company to write essays and assignments for them as well as sit online tests, paying up to $1000 for the service” (McNeilage and Visentin 2014).
Nevertheless, forty years ago (in 1973), a professor of political science, Stavisky (1973), wrote in the *Political Science Quarterly* about the already prevalent practice of using ghostwriters (or paper mills) by students—and some of the regulatory issues involved.
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